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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing a promising pattern for data outsourcing and high-quality data services.
However, concerns of secure information on cloud potentially cause security problems. Data
encryption protects data security to some extent, but at the cost of compromised efficiency. In this
work, we develop the searchable encryption for multi-keyword ranked search over the cloud data.
Today’s mail servers such as IMAP servers, file servers and other data storage servers typically must
be fully authorized they have access to the cloud data, and hence must be trusted not to reveal it
without authentication which introduces undesirable security and privacy risks in applications.
Previous work shows how to build encrypted file systems and secure servers, but typically one must
sacrifice functionality to ensure security. By considering the huge amount of cloud data that are
outsourced, we are using the relevance score and k-nearest neighbor techniques to develop an
efficient multi-keyword search scheme that can return the ranked search results based on the
accuracy. We leverage an efficient index to further to maximize the search efficiency, and adopt the
blind storage system to conceal access pattern of the user. Security analysis shows that our method
can achieve confidentiality of data’s and index, privacy, unlinkability, and concealing access pattern
of the search user. Finally we show that our work can reach much improved efficiency in terms of
search functionality and search time compared with the existing methods.
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no longer in the same secured domain may put

1. INTRODUCTION
Now

a

day’s

Cloud

Computing

the outsourced unencrypted data at risk the

becomes more and more sensitive information

cloud server may leak data information to

are being centralized into the cloud, such as

unauthorized users or even be hacked. It

emails, personal health records, company

follows that sensitive data has to be encrypted

finance data, and government documents, etc.

prior to outsourcing for data privacy and

The fact that data owners and cloud server are

combating
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encryption makes effective data utilization a

on presence/absence of the keyword further

very challenging task given that there could be

incurs huge unnecessary network traffic,

a huge amount of outsourced data files. Cloud

which is absolutely undesirable in today’s

Computing, data owners may share their

pay-as-you-use cloud paradigm. Lacking of

outsourced data with a large amount of users,

effective mechanisms to ensure the file

who might want to only retrieve certain

retrieval accuracy is a significant drawback of

specific data files they are interested in during

proposed searchable encryption schemes in the

a given session. One of the most popular ways

context of Cloud Computing. The state of the

to do so is through keyword-based search.

art in information retrieval (IR) community

Such keyword search technique allows data

has already been utilizing various scoring

users to retrieve files of interest and has been

methods to quantify and rank-order the

widely applied in plaintext search scenarios.

relevance of files in response to any given
search query. Although the importance of

Data encryption, which demands user’s

ranked search has received attention for a long

ability to perform keyword search and further

history in the context of plaintext searching by

restricts the protection of keyword privacy,

IR community, surprisingly, it is still being

makes the traditional normal text search

overlooked and remains to be studied in the

methods fail for encrypted cloud data.
Traditional

methods

allows

context of encrypted cloud data search.

searchable

encryption schemes to a cloud client to

Background

securely search over encrypted data through

Encryption

keywords without first decrypting it, these

on

Searchable

Symmetric

Searchable encryption allows data

techniques support only conventional Boolean

owner to outsource their data in an encrypted

search, without capturing any relevance of the

manner while maintaining the selectively-

files in the search result. When directly

search capability over the encrypted cloud

applied in large collaborative data outsourcing

data. Searchable encryption can be achieved in

cloud mechanism, they may suffer from the

its full functionality using an oblivious RAMs.

following two main drawbacks. Firstly for

Although encrypting everything during the

each search request, users without pre-

search from a malicious server, utilizing

knowledge of the encrypted cloud data have to

oblivious RAM usually brings the cost of

go through every retrieved file, which

logarithmic amount of interactions between

demands possibly large amount of post

the user and the cloud server for each search

processing over- head; Another one is

request. In order to achieve more efficient

invariably sending back all files solely based

solutions, almost all the existing works on
27
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searchable encryption literature resort to the

cryptographers in much recent work where

weakened security guarantee, i.e., revealing

efficiency is preferred over security.

the access pattern and search pattern but

2 RELATED WORKS

nothing else. Here access pattern refers to the
outcome of the search result, i.e., which files

Searchable Encryption: Existing searchable

have been retrieved. The search pattern

encryption has been widely discussed as a

includes the equality pattern among the two

cryptographic primitive, with a focus on

search requests, and any information derived

security

thereafter from this statement. Having a

efficiency improvements. Song et al. first

correct intuition on the security guarantee of

introduced

existing SSE literature is very important for us

encryption. They proposed a scheme in the

to define our ranked searchable symmetric

symmetric key setting, where each word in the

encryption problem.

file is encrypted independently under a special

definition

two-layered

the

formalizations

notion

encryption

of

and

searchable

construction.

A

searching overhead is linear to the whole file
collection length. Goh developed a Bloom
OPE

filter based per-file index, minimizing the
Cloud Server

work load for each search request proportional
Searchable
Index

to the number of files in the collection. Chang

lt
su
Re

ch
ar es t
Se qu
Re

ch
ar
Se

Encrypted Files

et al. also developed a similar per-file index
scheme. To further enhance search efficiency,

Files
Share Index file and Key

Data Owner

Decrypt Files

Index
File

Trusted Client

Curtmola et al. proposed a per-keyword based
approach, where a single encrypted hash table

Figure 1 Architecutre diagram

index is built for the entire file collection, with

In later we will demonstrate that

every entry consisting of the trapdoor of a

following the exactly same security guarantee

keyword and an encrypted set of related file

of existing SSE scheme, it would be very

identifiers. Searchable encryption has also

inefficient to achieve ranked keyword search,

been considered in the public-key setting.

which motivates us to further weaken the

Boneh et al. studied the first public-key based

security

searchable

guarantee

of

previous

SSE

encryption

scheme,

with

an

appropriately and realize an “as-strong-as-

analogous scenario to that of. In their work,

possible”

symmetric

anyone with the public key can write to the

encryption. This notion has been employed by

data stored on the cloud server but only

ranked

searchable

authorized users with the private key can
28
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search. As an attempt to enrich query

which is not as efficient as our proposed

predicates, conjunctive keyword search over

schemes. When scores following different

encrypted data have also been proposed.

distributions need to be inserted, their score
transformation function still needs to be

Our work on secure ranked search over

rebuilt. In our scheme the score dynamics can

encrypted cloud data, very recently, Cao et al.

be gracefully handled, which is an important

propose a privacy-preserving multi-keyword

benefit inherited from the original OPSE. This

ranked search scheme, which extends our

can be observed from where the same score

existing work in with support of multi-

will always be mapped to the same random-

keyword query. They choose the principle of

sized non-overlapping bucket, given the same

“coordinate matching”, i.e., as many matches

encryption key. We note that supporting score

as possible, to capture the similarity between a
multi

keyword

search

query

and

dynamics, which can save quite a lot of

data

computation overhead when file collection

documents, and later quantitatively formalize

changes, is a significant advantage in our

the principle by a secure inner product

method. Both methods above do not exhibit

computation mechanism. One drawback of the

thorough security analysis which we do in the

scheme is that cloud server has to linearly

work.

traverse the whole index of all the documents
for each search request, while ours is as

Other Related Methods: Allowing range

efficient as existing SSE schemes with only

queries over encrypted data in the public key

constant search cost on cloud server.

settings has been studied where advanced
privacy preserving schemes were proposed to

Secure top-k retrieval from Database

allow

Community: from database community is the

of

elements

uniformly
using

distributing
an

order-preserving

methods provide provably strong security,

order-preserving

mapping

multi-attribute

the attributes’ privacy. Though these two

posting

they are generally not efficient in our settings,

cryptographic function was first discussed.
The

sophisticated

search over encrypted files while preserving

most related work to our proposed RSSE. The
idea

more

as for a single search request, a full scan and

function

proposed doesn’t support score dynamics, i.e.,
any insertion and updates of the scores in the

expensive

computation

encrypted

scores

over

the

corresponding

whole
to

the

keyword posting list are required. The two

index will result in the posting list completely

methods do not support the ordered result

rebuilt. Uses a different order-preserving

listing on the server side. They cannot be

mapping based on pre-sampling and training

effectively utilized in our method since the

of the relevance scores to be outsourced,
29
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user still doesn’t know which retrieved files

mechanisms that can be integrated in the

would be the most relevant.

above two design choices thus the index
privacy and search privacy can be protected.

Difference from Conference Version: We
have revised the article a lot and improved
many technical details as compared.

We reveal a relevance score in

The

searchable encryption

to

achieve multi-

mechanism design incurs negligible overhead

keyword ranked search over the encrypted

on data users, and further enhances the quality

mobile cloud data. We construct an efficient

of data search service. We extend our existing

index to improve the efficiency of search.

result on order-preserving one to - many

_ By modifying the blind storage

mapping and demonstrated that this mapping

system in the EMRS, we solve the trapdoor

process is indeed reversible, which can be

unlinkability problem and conceal access

very useful in many practical applications. We

pattern of the search user from the cloud

provide the corresponding algorithm for the
reverse

mapping

and

also

include

server.

its

performance results. The related work has

_ We give thorough security analysis

been substantially improved, which now

to show that the EMRS can get a high security

faithfully reflects much recent advancement

level including confidentiality of documents

on privacy-preserving search over encrypted

and

data.

concealing access pattern of the cloud search

index,

privacy,

unlinkability,

and

user. We implement extensive experiments,
3

CHALLENGES

AND

which show that the EMRS can achieve

CONTRIBUTIONS
To

design

enhanced
a

secure

and

well

efficiency

in

the

terms

of

functionality and search efficiency compared

functioning search scheme over encrypted

with existing methods.

data, one has to make three important design

4. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

choices that are closely inter-related and

Authenticating Ranked Search Result

largely determine the performance of the
resulting search scheme, 1). Data structure

Cloud

used to build secure indexes and trapdoors; 2).

servers

sometimes

behave

beyond the semi-honest model. This will

Effective search algorithm that can quantify

happen

the level of match between keywords in the

either

because

cloud

server

intentionally wants to do so for saving cost

query and keywords in the index with high

when handling large number of search

efficiency, and 3). Security and privacy

requests, or there may be software bugs, or
30
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internal or external attacks. Enabling a search

fundamental

result authentication mechanism that can find

should be satisfied for any valid

such unwanted behaviors of cloud server is

encrypted

also of practical interest and worth further

Although trapdoor generation can be

investigation. To authenticate a ranked search

performed in a cryptographic way to

result the relevance sequence among the

protect the query keywords, the cloud

results are not disrupted. To reach these goal

server could identify the searched

we propose to utilize the one way hash chain

keywords

technique, which can be added directly on top

attacks, such as frequency analysis

of the previous RSSE design.

attack. Given the keyword-specific

privacy

data

by

requirement

search

other

scheme.

side

channel

document frequency information or the

Threat Model

keyword

frequency

distribution

The secure search schemes adopts to

information in a particular dataset, it is

consider the cloud server to be “honest-but-

sufficient for an attacker to reverse-

curious”, that is the cloud server “honestly”

engineer the keyword in a trapdoor.

follows the designated protocol specification,

Notice that this privacy requirement is

but it is “curious” to infer and analyze data in

referred to as predicate privacy in the

its storage and message flows received during

PKC-based search scenario and it

the protocol in order to learn additional

cannot be protected inherently for any

information.

asymmetric secure search scheme.
2. Trapdoor Unlinkability: It is required

Search Privacy

that the trapdoor should be generated in a
In

the

literature,

many

privacy

random manner. Otherwise, given any two

requirements are defined for PKC-based and

trapdoors,

SKCbased

briefly

determine the relationship of them, such as

introduce these search privacy requirements as

whether they contain the same set of

follows.

keywords.

search

schemes.

We

the

So

attacker

that

can

easily

sufficient

non

determinacy should be introduced into the

1. Keyword Privacy: One of the major

trapdoor generation algorithm. It is worth

privacy concerns is how to protect the

noting that violation of this privacy

keywords of interest in a user’s

requirement can further compromise the

trapdoor against the cloud server.

keyword privacy in that it allows the cloud

Cloud server is not able to infer what

server

the data user is searching. This
31
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different search requests with respect to

that the EMRS can achieve enhanced

different keyword(s).

efficiency in the terms of functionality
and search efficiency compared with
existing methods.

3. Access Pattern: It is defined to be the
∑

sequence of returned documents. Note that

We consider the cloud server to be

protecting access pattern by using private

curious but honest which means it

information retrieval technique is extremely

performs the task assigned by the data

expensive since the algorithm has to “touch”

owner and the search user correctly.

the whole dataset outsourced on the cloud

CONCLUSION AND FEATURE WORKS

server which is inefficient in the large scale
We have proposed a multi-keyword

cloud system. Thus for efficiency concerns,

ranked search method to enable accurate,

most of the search over encrypted data

efficient and secure search over encrypted

schemes do not aim to protect it.

mobile cloud data. Security analysis have
4.2 Our Contributions
∑

Introduce

a

showed that proposed method can effectively
relevance

score

achieve confidentiality of documents and

in

index, privacy, unlinkability, and concealing

searchable encryption to achieve multikeyword

ranked

encrypted

mobile

search
cloud

over

the

data.

In

access pattern of the search user. Extensive
performance evaluations have reveals that the
proposed method can achieve better efficiency

addition to that, construct an efficient

in terms of the functionality and computation

index to improve the search efficiency.
∑

overhead compared with existing ones. We

The blind storage system in the EMRS,

will investigate on the authentication and

to solve the trapdoor unlinkability

access control issues in searchable encryption

problem and conceal access pattern of

technique in future.

the search user from the cloud server.
∑

To give thorough security analysis to

And also “whole” checking, rank checking

demonstrate that the EMRS can reach

greatly reduces the workload of audit services,

a

while still achieves an effective detection of

high

security

level

including
and

misbehaviors’. A probabilistic audit on rank

trapdoor

checking is preferable to realize the anomaly

unlinkability, and concealing access

detection in a timely manner and finally to

pattern of the search user. Which show

check the result correct or not through TPA

confidentiality
index,

of

trapdoor

documents
privacy,

analysis. This auditing process will improve
32
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efficient when a auditing the rank and

Germany:

perfectly to measure untrusted cloud returned

157_166.

result over high performance way.

[6]

pp.

W. Sun, et al., ``Privacy-preserving multikeyword
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